Nucleosome dynamics. II. High flexibility of nucleosome entering and exiting DNAs to positive crossing. An ethidium bromide fluorescence study of mononucleosomes on DNA minicircles.
H2A-H2B exchange with the intranuclear histone pool upon chromatin transcription in vivo is generally viewed as being triggered by the DNA positive supercoiling wave pushed by the elongating polymerase. This notion was tested here by investigating a potential release of H2A-H2B by ethidium bromide-induced positive supercoiling in the loop of mononucleosomes reconstituted on DNA minicircles. The results of gel electrophoresis, fluorescence titration and electron microscopy showed that such a positive supercoiling was not able to release H2A-H2B, nor to unfold the nucleosome to any detectable extent. The reason appeared to be the ease with which the loop could undergo a positive crossing, a surprising observation in view of the DNA left-handed wrapping around the octamer. Moreover, the influence of histone acetylation suggested that such loop flexibility to positive crossing is mediated by histone N-terminal tails which, by interacting with entering and exiting DNAs, reduce their electrostatic repulsion. These conclusions are confirmed and extended in the accompanying article through relaxation with topoisomerase I.